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あらまし DNS(ドメイン名システム)の認証手法の 1つである DNSSECでは，DNSの応答パケットにデジタル署名

を加えることでペイロード長が大きくなる．このペイロード長増大により DNSの UDPペイロードを運ぶ IPパケッ

トの分割とパケットロス率の増加が起こり，DNSのリゾルバ－サーバ間交信の信頼性が下がると予想する．本稿では，

実トラフィックのサンプルおよび DNSSECの署名を追加したペイロード長値の再計算により推定した DNSペイロー

ド長分布のモデルを提案し，それに基づいてDNSのリゾルバ－サーバ間のパケットロスと分割の発生率をネットワー

クトラフィックのシミュレーションにより推定する手法について考察する．
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Abstract DNSSEC, an authentication method of DNS (Domain Name System), increases the payload length of

DNS answer datagrams by adding digital signatures. The payload-length increase causes fragmentation and larger

loss rate of the IP datagrams which carry the DNS UDP payloads, and reduces the reliability of DNS resolver-server

transactions. In this paper, we propose a model of the length distributions of DNS UDP payloads estimated from

real-world traffic samples and recalculation of the payload length values after adding DNSSEC signatures. We then

propose the network traffic simulation procedure to estimate the rates of loss and fragmentation of IP datagrams

between DNS resolvers and servers.
Keywords DNS (Domain Name System), DNSSEC, payload length, transport protocol

1. Introduction

Authenticating DNS (Domain Name System) is a critical is-

sue for prevent criminal activities by false identification of

Internet servers, such as phishing or pharming frauds. Wide

deployment of authentication infrastructure for DNS is es-

sential, since current DNS does not have one and anyone can

forge DNS answers.

DNS Security Extensions, also called as DNSSEC, are a

collection of new resource records and protocol modifications

that add data origin authentication and data integrity to the

DNS, as described in the recent set of RFCs (RFC4033 [1],

RFC4034 [2], and RFC4035 [3]), published on March 2005.

DNSSEC provides authentication by associating cryp-

tographic signatures generated for each RRset (Resource

Record ets) exchanged between the servers and resolvers
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(clients). DNSSEC has the zone-delegation-based authenti-

cation hierarchy. DNSSEC-aware resolver must follow the

authentication chain formed by pairs of DS (Delegation

Signer) RR (Resource Record) and DNSKEY (DNS Public

Key) RR.

Including the DNSSEC-related signature information

largely increases the amount of payload of DNS answers,

since DNSSEC requires all parent zones for a trusted zone

must be signed. Each RRSIG (Resource Record Signature)

RR includes a 128-byte signature of RSA/SHA1 [4]. We have

presented an estimation result in a previous paper [5] which

shows the size of DNSSEC-based DNS answers is roughly

five times larger than the DNS answers without digital sig-

natures, under the condition of at least one RRSIG RR is

attached to an RRset of a DNS answer, as described in Sec-

tion 2.2 of RFC4035.

Moreover, a DNS answer payload includes DNSKEY

RRs of 514-byte public KSK (Key-Signing Key) and 130-

byte public ZSK (Zone-Signing Key) when requested by the

resolver, so the answer length could even become larger. This

increase causes fragmentation of IPv4 (Internet Protocol ver-

sion 4) or IPv6 datagrams carrying the UDP payloads of

DNS, and may affect the reliability of DNS resolver-server

transactions in UDP.

In this paper, we analyze how introduction of DNSSEC

changes the UDP payload-length distribution characteristics

by estimating the curves from a set of empirical data ob-

tained from a set of real-world DNS traffic. We also propose

a set of payload-length distribution models for performing

network simulation to obtain the traffic characteristics.

In later sections, we first describe a historical change

of DNS UDP payloads in Section 2. We then explain what

may happen when UDP payload size becomes larger on DNS

transactions and how the increase may affect on the overall

DNS reliability in Section 3. We then propose a set of DNS

traffic models for configuring and performing network sim-

ulation in Section 4. We then show the distribution curve

estimation results of DNS UDP payload length in Section 5.

Finally, our conclusions and future works are presented in

Section 6.

2. DNS UDP Payload Length

In this section, we describe how DNS programs traditionally

chooses the transport protocols based on the payload length.

DNS resolver-server exchange can use both TCP [6] and

UDP [7], for maximizing the efficiency, since traditionally

most of the DNS payloads are small. Keeping the whole

payload in single UDP and IP datagram prevents the frag-

mentation of payloads and can minimize the number of ex-

changed datagrams for maximum efficiency. Section 6.1.3.2

Table 1 An example of usage details of EDNS0 and the specified

length based on a real-world traffic sample [13].

for 3694918 answers of 28-NOV-2003 with

OPT RRs (43.97% of 6249736 answers)

UDPsize 512 1280 2048 4096

numbers 13 1399 706497 2987009

% < 0.01 0.038 19.12 80.84

for 1318187 answers of 16-DEC-2003 with

OPT RRs (59.12% of 2997881 answers)

UDPsize 512 1280 2048 4096

numbers 1 1126 434632 882428

% < 0.01 0.085 32.97 66.94

of RFC1123 [8] shows that a DNS server must service UDP

queries and it should service TCP queries as well.

The selection between TCP and UDP is solely per-

formed based on the length of payloads. Section 4.2.1 of

RFC1035 [9] restricts the size of UDP queries and answers to

512 bytes due to the minimum UDP reassembly unit of IPv4.

Larger DNS payloads must be transmitted through TCP.

Traditionally the 512-byte limitation was sufficient for

DNS answers without digital signatures, according to the

empirical studies of DNS payload length [10]. The RFC1035

restriction did not largely affect the DNS scalability, except

for a widely-known empirical issue that the number of IPv4

Root Server addresses is limited to 13 provided that all the

A RRs are included in the answer [11].

With DNSSEC, however, the length of DNS answers

largely increases and most of them exceeds the 512-byte

limit, due to the attached digital signature RRs. Convert-

ing the whole DNS resolver-server traffic from UDP to TCP

largely increases the number of IP datagrams, and the total

cost of the transactions becomes much higher.

A DNS extension called EDNS0 [12] solves this problem

by allowing larger UDP payload size by mutual agreement

of the requestor (resolver) and responder (cache or server).

Section 3 of RFC4035 defines all “security-aware” (i.e.,

DNSSEC-capable) DNS servers must support the EDNS0

and a message size of at least 1220 octets, and should sup-

port a message size of 4000 octets.

Table 1 shows an example data set as of December 2003,

based on the traffic data taken from Osaka University cam-

pus network. The results show that 44∼59% of DNS answers

included OPT RRs indicating the EDNS0 support, and that

67∼81% of OPT RRs suggest server-side payload-length sup-

port of 4096 bytes (as UDPsize). BIND [14] 8.3.0 and later

has the default value of UDPsize as 4096, so this suggest

the popularity of BIND-based DNS servers as well as that of

EDNS0.

The fact that more than 40 % of the DNS answers sup-
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Fig. 1 An example of IPv6 UDP fragmentation [16].

ports OPT RR indicates at least the server-side support of

EDNS0 is gaining popularity, although the client-side capa-

bility of EDNS0 and DNSSEC including the support of D0

bit [15] is not yet under wide deployment.

3. Effects of UDP Fragmentation on DNS
Reliability

In this section, we explain how larger payloads such as those

of DNSSEC affects the overall DNS performance when they

are transferred over the current protocol-choosing algorithm.

While enlarging the limitation of UDP payload length

by EDNS0 is an effective workaround to avoid using higher-

cost TCP, it also imposes another problems which may affect

the DNS reliability on UDP transport.

DNS UDP transport implicitly assumes that a message

between resolvers and servers is transferred by single UDP

payload. While this assumption works well while UDP pay-

loads are not fragmented by the lower layer protocols includ-

ing IP, DNSSEC requirement of larger UDP datagram size

breaks this assumption.

When sending a UDP datagram, the payload data and

the UDP header are passed to the lower-layer IP protocol

handler, as a payload of an IP datagram. Since the IP data-

gram has its own payload size limitation of MTU (Maximum

Transmission Unit), the UDP datagram must be fragmented

into multiple IP datagrams.

On IPv4, IP datagram fragmentations are automati-

cally handled by the intermediate routers, so the sender host

does not have to take a special care. On IPv6, however, the

routers discard all IP datagrams exceeding the MTU, so the

sender host must take care of the fragmentation.

Figure 1 shows an example of how IPv6 datagrams

are fragmented by the sender. In this case, a 2000-byte

UDP datagram over IPv6 datagrams are splitted into two

IP datagrams of 1280 and 822 bytes. The implication of

IPv6 fragmentation handling is also documented at Section

3 of RFC4035, as the servers should take steps to ensure that
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Fig. 2 Delivery loss of UDP payloads fragmented into multiple

IP datagrams.

UDP datagrams it transmits over IPv6 are fragmented at the

minimum IPv6 MTU (1280 bytes in RFC2460 [17] Section 5)

unless the path MTU is known, if necessary.

While IP fragmentation looks transparent from UDP,

it may cause a degradation of reliability: a lost IP fragment

causes the retransmission of the entire UDP datagram [18].

Kent and Mogul [19] claim the following three points against

fragmentation:

• fragmentation causes inefficient use of resources, which

can greatly increase the cost of delivering a datagram;

• loss of fragments leads to degraded performance, caused

by the retransmission of all of the data in the original

datagram; and

• efficient reassembly is hard, by the diversity of situa-

tions in which the reassembly process yields lower than

desired performance.

Kent and Mogul [19] proposes a simple probabilistic

model showing the effects of IP datagram loss for a UDP

payload delivery. Assume we want to deliver a UDP pay-

load fragmented into a set of F IP datagrams. Each of the

IP datagrams has probability p of being lost or undelivered.

We assume that the arrival or loss of each IP datagram is

mutually independent. We use E(N) to denote the expected

number of datagrams that will be sent in order to successfully

deliver N UDP payloads.

If any IP datagram is lost, all F fragments must be re-

transmitted. The probability that a datagram is successfully

delivered is 1 − p. Since each fragment arrival is indepen-

dent, the probability that all the necessary datagrams are

successfully delivered is (1 − p)F . Thus,

E(N) =
NF

(1 − p)F
(1)

Figure 2 shows example situations of the simple proba-

bilistic model explained above where multiple IP datagrams

are required to send a UDP payload based on Equation 1.

Fig. 2 shows four cases for each integer value of F = 1 to

F = 4, since the current DNSSEC standard suggests sup-
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porting 4000 octets for a payload, which consists of at least

four IPv4 or IPv6 datagrams.

For F IP datagrams/payload, the following changes

happen from the case for a UDP payload with no IP frag-

mentation:

• the number of IP datagrams needed to get through the

payload increases F times;

• the probability of failed delivery increases to 1−(1−p)F ,

which is ≈ 1 + Fp when p is very small and gets much

larger when p is large;

• the latency of a UDP message delivery increases propor-

tionally or even more as the number of IP datagrams

does.

The issue of multiple-IP-datagram payloads has been

addressed by Gudmundsson [20] and later by Arends et al. [3],

although no quantitative analysis of how the fragmentation

of IP datagram affects the overall degradation of reliability

for DNS UDP payload exchanges has been given.

On DNS UDP transactions, each resolver and server

must perform retries on the payload loss and determine the

protocol timeout, since UDP does not support retransmis-

sion itself. The UDP retry strategies are different between

the implementations. Here are some examples:

• The built-in resolver of FreeBSD [21] 4.11-RELEASE,

based on BIND Version 8.3.7-REL, the minimum time

between retries is set to 5 seconds, and the default num-

ber of retries is set to 2. Simply put, the queries for

first DNS server is sent twice with 5-second interval*1 .

While this simple retransmission algorithm works well

on a low-latency and not-so-congested network links,

this may cause congestion when all DNS resolvers be-

have in this way.

• On djbdns [22], the resolver routine first sends a query

and waits 3 seconds for a response, then sends the same

request to the other servers, waiting 3 seconds for each

server for a response. If no answer is received, the re-

solver send a query to each server again and waits for

11 seconds for each response; if that fails again, the re-

solver tries again for the last time, waiting 45 seconds for

each server [23]. This pseudo-exponential backoff strat-

egy works well on a high-latency network links, the de-

lay caused by UDP payload loss may become noticeable.

The behavior of DNS software interaction of different

retransmission and timeout strategies is hard to expect al-

gorithmically without performing simulation-based experi-

ments. In later sections, we propose a procedure to estimate

*1 : The interval changes for each of multiple DNS servers to which the

resolver sends queries. See the source code files of lib/resolv/res_

send.c and include/resolv.h under /usr/src/contrib/bind/ for the

further details.

the rates of loss and fragmentations of DNS UDP payloads

and the IP datagrams.

4. Simulation Model and Procedure for
Large-payload DNS Traffics

The UDP payload and IP datagram behavior of DNS may

drastically change by introducing DNSSEC and other larger-

payload application on the Internet, and is crucial for most of

the Internet application, fully dependent on the DNS name

resolution service.

We are currently proceeding the evaluation of how

DNSSEC affects the DNS UDP protocol behavior as follows:

a) Gathering empirical information of DNS payload length:

we first collected a set of real-world traffic traffic

data [13], and obtained the empirical UDP payload

length distribution as CDFs (Cumulative Distribution

Functions) of QNAMEs (DNS query names) and the

valid (non-error) answers.

b) Building analytic models: based on the data collected

in a), we build analytic models for distributions of UDP

payload length sets of DNS QNAMEs in the queries and

the valid answers. We will show our curve estimation

results in Section 5.

Paxson [24] describes advantages of analytic models

compared to empirical models as follows:

• analytic models are often mathematically tractable,

lending themselves to greater understanding;

• analytic models are very concise and thus easily

communicated; and

• with an analytic model, different datasets can be

easily compated by comparing their correspoinding

estimates for the analytic model’s parameters.

Giving a mathematical estimation for these two datasets

helps performing a network traffic simulation.

c) Building simplified DNS query-answer model for the

payload length evaluation: with the size distributions

of DNS QNAMEs and the valid answers estimated by

b), a simplified payload-length distributions for DNS

queries and answers are given as follows:

• A DNS query has a 12-byte header, QNAME, 4-

byte QTYPE and QCLASS, and a 11-byte OPT

RR, assuming the query complies with RFC1035,

EDNS0 and RFC3225 extention rules, so the

length is (27 + (QNAME size)) in bytes.

• A minimal error response has the same size as the

DNS query, since the error code is included in the

header, although the actual error response distri-

bution is implementation-dependent *2 .

*2 : In actual responses to a Root Server using BIND Version 9 resolver,
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• Suppose if e is the probability of returning error

responses from a DNS server, the length of a DNS

answer is (27+(QNAME size)) at probability of e,

and a valid-answer length at probability of (1− e).

We should note that the value of e have to be

changed by the role of the server; if the server is an

authotitative-only non-recursive server of a small-

size DNS zone, e will be very small and close to

zero. On the other hand, if the server is a Root

Server, e could be as large as 0.98, according to

Wessels and Fomenkov [25], who claims that legiti-

mate queries to the f.root-servers.net on Octo-

ber 4, 2002, was only 2.15% of the total 152,744,325

queries. Kato and Sekiya [26] also claims only 0.2%

of the answers to the Root Servers is valid, so e

could be as large as 0.998. The estimation of e

should be done by using empirical values.

d) Running network simulator with the estimated analytic

models: by using the analytic distribution models in c)

and using the retransmission models obtained from the

actual implementation such as the resolvers of BIND

and djbdns, one can perform a network traffic simula-

tion over a simulator such as ns [27]. The details of IP

packet arrival-time distribution and other parameters

are of future works.

e) Evaluation and feedback: by obtaining the result of d)

with various parameters, we will be able to evaluate the

optimal algorithm to reduce the UDP payload length

of the DNS servers while maintaining the authentica-

tion functionality of DNSSEC. Several programming

workarounds are applicable, such as splitting a trans-

action into multiple resolver-server exchanges, or delib-

erately take the load off from UDP exchange to TCP,

for a larger-payload traffic such as exchanging ZSKs and

KSKs.

In Section 5, we focus on b) using datasets of past real-

world traffics.

5. Curve Estimation of Analytic Models for
DNS Packet Length Distributions

In this section, we use a previously-analyzed dataset for the

curve estimation of CDFs for length values of DNS QNAMEs

and the valid answers, upon which we performed a sim-

ulation for DNSSEC-signatures-added payloads [5], for the

the NXDOMAIN error response includes a SOA RR for the Root Do-

main. On the other hand, a different answer comes from dnscache,

DNS recursive cache server of djbdns, without any redundant records

including the OPT RR, since djbdns does not support EDNS0. The

detailed analysis of the error answer distribition is of future works and

out of scope of this paper.

real-world traffic data taken on December 16, 2003. We

chose the following three distribution functions from various

well-known distributions [28], by popularity and simplicity

of CDF calculation, for attempting curve estimation using

Gnuplot [29] *3 :

• The CDF of Normal distribution F (x) is

F (x) =
1

2

{
1 + erf

(
x − μ√

2 σ

)}
(2)

where erf(x) is the error function defined as

erf(x) =
2√
π

∫ x

0

exp
(−t2

)
dt (3)

The mean value of the normal distribution above is μ

and the standard deviation is σ.

• The CDF of Weibull distribution Fw(x) is

Fw(x) = 1 − exp

(
−

(x

a

)b
)

(4)

where a is the scale parameter and b is the form param-

eter (a > 0, b > 0). This distribution is commonly used

in reliability engineering.

• The CDF of Extreme-value distribution Fe(x) is

Fe(x) = exp
(
− exp

(
−x − c

d

))
(5)

where c is the positional parameter and d is the scale

parameter (c > 0, d > 0). This distribution is the lim-

iting distribution for the minimum or the maximum of

a very large collection of random observations from the

same arbitrary distribution, and is commonly used for

estimating extreme values.

We also used the χ2 test for measuring the discrepancy

between the estimated distribution curves and the actual em-

pirical dataset. For sets of N independent values, where the

ith empirical data is Ei, and the corresponding value of a

distributed curve is Di, the X2 value for the estimated dis-

tribution is

X2 =

N∑
i=1

(Di − Ei)
2

Ei
(6)

for the degrees of freedom is N−1. For the same N , the

smaller the value of X2, the closer the estimated distribution

is fit into the empirical dataset.

We first estimated the CDF of DNS QNAMEs for each

of the three distributions. Table 2 shows the statistics of

the empirical dataset for the Normal distribution and the

“scaled” (estimated-by-Gnuplot) Extreme-value and Weibull

distributions. The X2 values show that the Normal distri-

bution is the best fit among the three distributions.

*3 : Gnuplot has a non-linear least-squares curve-fitting function with

the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm.
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Table 2 Statistical descriptions of the estimated curves for DNS

QNAME dataset of December 16, 2003.

distribution type X2

Normal μ = 23.586 σ = 6.185 0.1851

Weibull (scaled) a = 25.323 b = 4.520 17.70

Extreme (scaled) c = 20.818 d = 5.115 > 6 × 1015

(X2 is the sum value of χ2 test against the empiri-

cal CDF data for the range of 1 <= QNAME <= 60, of

which the degrees of freedom is 59(= 60 − 1).
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Fig. 3 Estimated distribution curves for a DNS QNAME dataset.
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Fig. 4 Estimated distribution curves for a DNS valid-answer

dataset without Additional Records and no signature.
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Fig. 5 Estimated distribution curves for a DNS valid-answer

dataset with Additional Records and no signature.

We also estimated the CDFs of DNS valid-answer

lengths using another datasets obtained on the same day, of

the four types of empirical data: with or without DNS Addi-

tional Records, with no signature or with simulated DNSSEC

digital signatures of our previous study [5].

For this estimation, we intentionally omitted the small-

Table 3 Statistical descriptions of the estimated curves for DNS

valid-answer datasets of December 16, 2003.

for 1441216 samples of December 16, 2003

without AR and no signature

for the range of 62 <= length <= 4000 (in bytes)

distribution type X2

Normal μ = 136.44 σ = 43.25 0.869

Weibull (scaled) a = 146.87 b = 3.785 0.642

Extreme (scaled) c = 117.47 d = 33.40 0.476

with AR and no signature

for the range of 81 <= length <= 4000 (in bytes)

distribution type X2

Normal μ = 197.44 σ = 76.03 2.373

Weibull (scaled) a = 211.13 b = 3.176 2.614

Extreme (scaled) c = 162.85 d = 55.41 1.053

without AR and simulated DNSSEC signatures

for the range of 262 <= length <= 4000 (in bytes)

distribution type X2

Normal μ = 421.56 σ = 101.82 3.195

Weibull (scaled) a = 451.79 b = 4.838 1.920

Extreme (scaled) c = 376.51 d = 83.08 0.378

with AR and simulated DNSSEC signatures

for the range of 327 <= length <= 4000 (in bytes)

distribution type X2

Normal μ = 1090.87 σ = 481.32 40.56

Weibull (scaled) a = 1144.39 b = 3.100 18.64

Extreme (scaled) c = 881.85 d = 303.04 7.98

AR: Additional Records

(The lowest value of the answer length (in bytes) is the

point where CDF of the value >= 0.01, i.e., the data for

smallest 1% of length are omitted from curve-fitting.)
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Fig. 6 Estimated distribution curves for a DNS valid-answer

dataset without Additional Records and with simulated

DNSSEC signatures.

est 1% of length value data from the curve estimation, since

DNS servers highly unlikely send shorter-length answers in

the real-world practice. We chose the empirical CDF values

>= 0.01.

Table 3 and Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the estimated

and empirical distribution curves. The χ2 test for DNS valid-

length answers shows that the Extreme Value distribution

fits the best among the three analytic distribution curves in
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Fig. 7 Estimated distribution curves for a DNS valid-answer

dataset with Additional Records and with simulated

DNSSEC signatures.

all four cases.

6. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we described the traditional strategy of DNS

programs to choose the transport protocols based on the

payload length, and how the larger payloads as results of

DNSSEC signature attachments affect the overall DNS per-

formance by causing the IP-level datagram fragmentation of

a UDP payload. We then proposed a procedure of evaluating

the effects of large-payload DNS traffics by building analytic

models from empirical datasets obtained from the real-world

traffic data, using the distributions of DNS QNAME and

valid-answer length. We also showed analytic model esti-

mation for DNS QNAMEs and the valid-answers. Choosing

between the three analytic distributions of Normal, Extreme-

value, and Weibull distributions, we concluded that a Normal

distribution was the best choice for modeling DNS QNAMEs,

and a scaled Extreme-value distribution for modeling DNS

valid-answer length.

For the more accurate estimation of the analytic model

of DNS traffic, we need to obtain more diversed types of

dataset such as DNS error-or-invalid answers and the proba-

bilistic model of DNS answer response between valid and in-

valid answers, as well as datasets from more diversed sources

such as those from large-scale DNS caches of ISPs (Internet

Service Providers), though we need to minimize the quantity

and number of attributes of the datasets from ISPs to pre-

vent legal issues caused by monitoring the contents of DNS

payloads.

We also need to perform actual network traffic simula-

tion activities using the analytic models of this paper, as well

as determining many other parameters such as time intervals

of datagram arrival to the DNS server and the implementa-

tion of DNS resolver retransmission algorithms.
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